
roman diamond stolen 

last night, the roman diamond was to be shipped to london as the 

romans needed a strong vault for a valuable diamond. the diamond is 

to be said to cost about 5 million pounds.  

on its voyage, two sly criminals frank and john(who were also 

brothers) decided to take the diamond on its voyage. Eye witness billy 

johnson a passenger on the train watched through the window into 

the other section wich the diamond was inside.  

the brothers jumped in and in front of them was the safe. billy 

recounted that frank opened the safe with his tools. as they opened 

the safe, the diamond was in there. billy said that the diamond looked 

like millions twinkling stars, its colour was a light red colour. the 

brothers reached in for it then they realised that they wanted it for 

themselves. 

 they fighted like a cat and dog. frank threw john on the ground and 

billy heard this, " john give me that diamond you're not worthy of it as 

you were always the younger brother you know nothing!" if someone 

said that to you then of course you would be infuriated so john threw 

frank of and then grabbed him by his ankle and threw him out through 

the wood and into another section of the train. 

 whilst doing that, john accidentally threw the diamond as well so 

now frank had the chance to keep the diamond. he leaped after the 

diamond! john front flipped in the air and caugh the diamond but then 

it slipped out of his hand and it went on the edge of the train. 

 as they both jumped for it, instead of grabbing it they pushed it. not 

knowing they jumped of the train to get the diamond! they fell deep 

down(as the train was on a cliff) and landed with a boom! who knows if 

the world might see the mason brothers again?        


